BES data on DIII-D (Boedo, APS 2002) Blobs are localized ⊥ B, but extended along B field lines.
Probe signals on DIII-D show intermittent transport in L-and H-modes due to blobs
conditionally-averaged signal shows intermittent events with fast-rise and slow decay in density and fluxes E θ correlated with density and flux pulses blobs produced in all regimes (also by ELMs) D. Rudakov, J. Boedo, R. Moyer et al., PPCF 44, 717 (2002) Blob transport similar on different machines; statistics are non-Gaussian
Ion saturation current shows similar intermittency on several machines (toroidal and linear)
• large events are blobs propagating outwards
• PDF of I sat is skewed towards positive events (non-Gaussian)
• PDF is similar on different machines G. Antar et al., Phys. Plasmas 10, 419 (2003) Characteristic Time Scales Motivation and Introduction growing experimental evidence that intermittent radial transport in the SOL can be explained by coherent, propagating structures ("blobs"). simple theoretical models of blob propagation and decay exhibit some of the qualitative features seen in the experiments. Krasheninnikov, Phys. Lett. A, 283, 368 (2001 ) D'Ippolito, Myra, Krasheninnikov, Phys. Plasmas 9, 222 (2002 recent simulations extend these models to include blob dynamics and interaction with the background plasma.
Outline of Talk
Analytic blob model Secondary instabilities and effect of background profiles 
Secondary "sheath-interchange" (SI) instability driven by internal blob pressure profile affects the radial velocity: The blob equilibrium, stability and transport depends on the blob height above the background. density dips /holes propagate inwards from wall to core provides mechanism for enhanced impurity transport dips are unstable to secondary K-H instability
ELMs, Blobs and Rotational Instabilities
• ELMs ⇒ density and temperature pulses propagating to the wall (JET, AUG and DIII-D)
• Pulses have blob-like behavior (outwards convection, steep leading edge, etc.) but have more fine structure.
• Is fine structure due to rotational instabilities?
J. Boedo et al., submitted to Phys. Plasmas (2003)

Blob rotation
Blob theory needs to be generalized to include temperature and Bohm sheath potential (Φ ≈ 3T e ) effects on blob dynamics background T(x) ⇒ poloidal drift internal T(r) ⇒ blob rotation
Blob rotation can drive rotational instabilities [see D'Ippolito et al., APS-DPP (2003)]
• centrally-peaked T(r) ⇒ E r > 0 ⇒ centrifugal and Coriolis terms are destabilizing (Freidberg and Pearlstein, Phys. Fluids 1978) • rotational growth rate γ R ~ 1/a 2 exceeds γ 
Assessment of the Blob Model
Some qualitative features of the experiments emerge naturally from the analytic blob model and the corresponding numerical simulations:
• robust mechanism for convective plasma transport • two scale density and flux profiles • faster decay of T(x) than n(x)
• critical particle flux for ionization-sustained equilibria • mechanism for inward transport of impurities • shape of propagating pulses • intermittency and non-Gaussian statistics • possible mechanisms for the density limit and for fine structure in ELMs?
A more quantitative comparison with experiment requires further development of both the theory and the measurements:
• include T(x,y), sheared v x and v y , and rotation in 2D simulation codes • include blob variation along B (at high density) • use 3D turbulence codes (e.g. BOUT) to study blob formation; develop new code diagnostics for blobs • dedicated experiments in SOL transport: coordinate complementary diagnostics to simultaneously measure all parameters needed for theory
Summary
• Blob transport provides a robust mechanism for explaining the observed intermittency and radial transport in the far SOL.
• Blob motion is driven by a net radial force giving species-dependent drifts: • SOL convective transport has important implications for tokamaks o "main chamber recycling regime" ⇒ reduced divertor efficiency (Umansky et al., 1999; Pigarov et al., 2002) o may be related to the density limit on C-MOD (Greenwald, 2001; Xu, 2002; Myra et al., 2002) dasd Thus, plasma resistivity allows blob motion inside the separatrix and adds to sheath resistivity in SOL.
Is plasma resistivity in SOL related to the density limit? (Xu, 2002) Blob propagation due to "neutral wind" S. Krasheninnikov and S. Smolyakov, to be published in Phys. Plasmas, 2003 Outwards radial force due to imbalance between the friction of the fast neutrals from the core and the slow neutrals from the wall ⇒ radial blob motion. 
